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The SouTh Frame/
PŪTahi WhakaTeTonga –
The greenWay 
_
This section describes the design principles and approaches that inform the Greenway.
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ThiS SeCTion DeSCriBeS The DeSign aPProaCh To The 
greenWay anD hoW ThiS haS evoLveD SinCe ConCePT 
DeSign.

generaL

The Greenway adopts the analogy of the braided river – with the pixelated arrangement 
of pavements, planting beds and to a lesser extent, the design of furnishings – using a 
750mm module.  This, along with the ‘Story of Stone’, Ecosystem Services and the Wet 
Plains Mosaic reinforces the uniqueness of the Greenway to Christchurch. 

Apart from vehicle movements at the east and west ends of the Mollett Street block (a legal 
road), and various north–south crossings, the Greenway is exclusively pedestrian.
The key challenge for the Greenway has been to deliver a public realm with little certainty 
as how adjacent existing and future buildings will interface with it.  

Most buildings have been removed and landowners have been consulted where possible 
although this has been limited as development intentions are largely unknown.  For this 
reason, an Edge Assumptions Strategy provides the desired level of public realm quality 
and opportunities for future activation in each block.  This involves the following measures:

•  The provision of planting beds at the edges allows for a nominal 4m-wide clearway in 
the centre allowing for a gently meandering centreline.  Localised centralised plantings 
at the edges of blocks bifurcate movement and exclude vehicle movements.  Planting 
beds are passively watered to provide stormwater detention and nutrient cycling.

•  A minimum 3m-wide opening to each lot is provided so that all sites have the 
opportunity to access the Greenway.

•  In strategic sites and sites where there is confidence in future activation of the 
Greenway edge, a 2m-wide spillout zone has been provided.  

•  Where future development requires access to sites at location  that are different to 
what has been provided, a bridging strategy has been developed as a retrofit that will 
retain the drainage, conveyance and detention function of the planting beds.

•  Green screens and hoardings provide temporary and permanent edges to the       
Greenway.

PuBLiC reaLm FunCTion

The Greenway is primarily pedestrian throughout, with the eastern and western ends 
of Mollett Street shared to accommodate vehicles for continuation of existing business.  
Cycles will share the surface although formal sepa ated cycle lanes are provided on 
adjacent east-west streets.  Barrierfree movements re provided in the 4m-wide clearway 
with contrasting planting at the edges.  Where the t afficable north-south lanes intercept the 
Greenway, pavement finishes and the arrangement of plantings and furnishings prioritise 
safe pedestrian movements.  Crossing  at north-south streets need to be coordinated with 
the transport chapter of the Christch ch Central Recovery Plan (CCRP), An Accessible 
City (AAC) to provide build outs and refuges to enable safe linkages.

PLanTing

The planting strategy for Christchurch’s urban garden will provide a mosaic of planting 
mixes.  Native plants are selected from the Wet Plains Ecosystem with characteristic plant 
qualities selected and arranged in pixels so as to provide a diverse composition of colours, 
texture and sta ure that changes along the length of the Greenway.  Exotic plantings at 
the edges of the yards provide further visual diversity.  In consultation with Matapopore, 
ecosystem services are provided in all planting beds with plants that heal, cleanse, nourish, 
interest and innovate.  Tree plantings are arranged in episodic clusters.

STory oF STone 

The Story of Stone’ has been developed in consultation with Matapopore.  This initiative 
involves using the public realm to tell the story of how Ngai Tahu traded and utilised stone 
for tools, craft, cultivation and decoration.  This story is embedded in the pavements with 
sandblasted images, highly crafted inserts, illuminated pounamu and stand-alone rocks and 
mulches.

BuiLT Form inTerFaCeS 

The design to date acknowledges future changes to buildings to accommodate the 
Greenway – such as Team Hutchinson Ford and Southern Hospitality – although no detail 
has been developed.

key DeSign ParameTerS

•  Nominal 4m-wide clearway or 2 x 2m wide where bifurcated
•  In-situ concrete surface with thickness, reinforcing and build-up to engineers 
specifications
•  6.5m-high light poles at 15–20m centres with luminaires mounted at 6m

THE SOUTH FRAME/PŪTAHI WHAKATETONGA 
The greenWay
inTroDuCTion
_
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THE SOUTH FRAME/PŪTAHI WHAKATETONGA
greenWay
Linear arTiCuLaTion
_

1.0 ‘move’

Linear movements and sight lines are prioritised to 
enable legibility and connectivity.

Circulation along the Greenway reflects 
the variations of ‘islands’ (static) and ‘flows’ 
(movement) evident in a braided river system. 
The experience of the Greenway is articulated 
to respond to site-specific conditions, enable 
sight lines and provide programmatic richness 
along its length.

2.0 ‘ShiFT’

Lateral shifts provide rhythm and visual interest and 
spaces for occupation and activation.

3.0 ‘BiFurCaTe’

Garden zones punctuate the Greenway corridor. 
enabling green infrastructure and access to buildings 
while maintaining the continuity of the urban garden.

Occupation 
zones

Green islands

Access zone

CanTerBury PLainS 
BraiDeD river neTWork 

The Greenway varies in width from 8m to 12m but is typically 10m 
wide. The main circulation and movement route along the Greenway 
will vary between 4m and 6m to enable variation and visual interest.  
A 4m minimum enables access for maintenance and emergency 
vehicles as well as providing a typical 'shared path' (walking and 
cycling) dimension.  Where required, the movement zone may 
widen to provide opportunities for seating and occupation.  Where 
active frontages occur, a 3-4m-wide zone may be provided for 
outdoor seating or licensed use. 
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THE SOUTH FRAME/PŪTAHI WHAKATETONGA
greenWay
TreaTmenTS
_

1.0 aCTive eDgeS

Where active edges are provided, paved surfaces are 
also provided along building thresholds for access and 
occupation. Soft surfaces are redistributed to the centre or 
opposite side of the Greenway. 

When future active edges are required, the design will 
be able to be adapted via a reworking of hard and soft 
surfaces to provide access with minimal rewor ing of the 
built project.  

2.0 green eDgeS

The use of green screens, frames or walls along the Greenway 
contributes to the urban garden’s linear expression and episodic 
experience. These vertical, green surfaces will be deployed at key 
locations to define open or blank edges and to mitigate undesirable 
edge conditions or blank facades.  The combination of retained site 
archaeology, adaptive reuse of buildings, green screens, and entry 
panels contributes to an industrial and architectural identity to the 
Greenway.

3.0 groveS anD garDenS

The expansion of the Greenway enables the provision of 
groves of iconic native trees (including kōwhai, tōtara and 
kahikatea) and themed garden zones. 

We propose clusters of trees along the Greenway, which 
reinforce episodic experiences and journeys.  The locations 
of these will be refined and need to be considered in 
terms of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design 
(CPTED) analysis. 

MOVEMENT
ZONE

TREE GROVE

OCCUPATION ZONE

The Greenway facilitates a range of urban and architectural design responses along its 
length, which weave together landscape and architecture to provide programmatic variety. 

Our approach acknowledges the aspiration for activation as well as the need to respond 
to existing buildings and a variety of edge conditions. The design of the Greenway 
acknowledges that activation of all its edges cannot be guaranteed. 
Existing and future buildings will be encouraged to address and activate the Greenway 
through the provision of complementary ground floor conditions and activities. 
The arrangement of hard and soft surfaces will enable key ‘gathering spaces’, outdoor 
seating opportunities and active edges. It is anticipated that further refinement of the edge 
conditions and interfaces with built form will occur during the design development of the 
project. 
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THE SOUTH FRAME/PŪTAHI WHAKATETONGA
STory oF STone
_

1.0 greyWaCke 

Reflected in the east-west Greenway which re-
flects the journey between mountain and sea of 
the Canterbury braided river system. greywacke 
is the base aggregate for the greenway's con-
crete paving. 

Represented through the concrete materiality of the 
Greenway, patterned to create a series of intensities 
that reinforce journey and episodic experience.

Common all over New Zealand and prolific 
throughout Canterbury.

Gravel stones used traditionally for mulch and as a 
heat trap in local kūmara gardens.

2.0 BaSaLT 

Reflected in the north-south laneway system 
which traverses the site and provides new 
connections into the city centre. 

A strong reference to the connection between kaiapoi 
and Banks Peninsula landscapes and communities.

A chance to reference those connections with 
engraved text (eg names of major peaks along Port 
Hills) and/or sandblasted images (eg the birds that 
we wish to attract into he city from the Hills and 
Peninsula).

If possible, sou ce stone from Banks Peninsula.

3.0 The Pounamu TraiL 

embedded in the east-west greenway, which runs 
across the site from west (mountains) to east 
(sea). 

A series of paving inlays running the length of the 
Greenway. 

References the creation and origin of Pounamu 
and its association with Canterbury’s braided river 
systems. 

Expressed through a distributed field of illuminated 
paving inlays along the length of Greenway.

Located/spaced to reinforce a serial/unfolding 
landscape experience.

4.0 ePiSoDiC STone CLuSTerS

Located along the east-west greenway, which 
runs across the site from west (mountains) to 
east (sea). 

Reinforce the episodic nature of the Greenway 
experience and encourage interactive engagement 
with stone by creating clusters of stone seats at 
strategic points.

Clusters to have larger boulders of sandstone, river 
stone or basalt blocks that can be used to sit on or 
climb over.

Located within or adjacent to the surrounding 
landscaping, blending hard and soft elements 
together.

Potentially incorporate a pounamu touchstone.

Provide natural opportunities for locating formal 
interpretation panels.

5.0  rare anD PreCiouS SToneS

examples of rare and precious stones associat-
ed with health and innovation, located in small 
clusters throughout the South Frame.

eg. Matā/Obsidian which was flaked and used as a 
cutting tool due to its sharp edge (ideally sourced 
from Tūhua/Mayor Island in recognition of the story 
of Poutini and Waitaiki)

The following key narratives have been identified by Ngāi Tahu as providing 
the context for the proposed 'Story of Stone' to be woven into the east-west 
Greenway. These acknowledge and celebrate the traditional acquisition, use 
and trade of stone varieties used by Ngāi Tahu ancestors. 
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The SouTh Frame /
PŪTahi WhakaTeTonga –
LaneS 
_
This section describes the design principles and approaches that inform the north-south lanes.
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ThiS SeCTion DeSCriBeS The key DeSign ConCePTS anD eLemenTS Pro-
PoSeD For The SouTh Frame'S neW norTh-SouTh LaneWay neTWork.

generaL

The lanes provide fine-grained linkages through city blocks and venues for economic and 
social activation. Unless otherwise indicated, two-way vehicle movements on 7.5m-wide 
shared surfaces have been identified as the best solution for north-south lanes.  Design of 
the lanes will throttle back vehicle speeds to 10km/hr.

Where the widths of the lanes are fixed, these have been provided with a surface treatment 
and drainage strategy.  In all cases, apart from a low-priority back lane and a vehicle-only 
lane, all lanes are paved with basalt for continuity, urban quality and to reinforce links with 
the volcanic Port Hills.  This is particularly relevant for the north south lanes.  A 5% mix of a 
contrasting colour provides a textural quality that is unique to this laneway network.  
Drainage is by way of a central dish channel.  

Spill-out zones are restricted to 1.5m either side, thereby relegating activity to the edges 
and movement in the centre.  

Where the north-south lanes intercept the Greenway, pedestrian/cycle movements are 
prioritised over vehicle movements through the design of plantings and furnishings.

key DeSign ParameTerS  
 
• North-south lanes generally 7.5m wide unless shown otherwise.
• Typically a 4.5m wide two-way vehicle zone with 1.5m wide occupation zones either side. 
• A rigid pavement construction comprising of 80mm thick stone pavers on a cement         
    stabilised sub-base (refer engineers report for details).  
• A centrally located ‘V’ profiled (25mm deep) stone channel (to match Te Papa             
    Otākaro/Avon River Precinct anchor project).

TraFFiC anD movemenT 

Pedestrians and cyclists travelling along the Greenway will have prioirty over vehicles at 
points where the north–south lanes intersect. 

The surface finish of the Greenway will have prior ty over the north-south lanes 
providing continuity for east-west pedestrian movements. Vehicles approaching in the lanes 
will be encouraged to slow down and yield to pedestrians through a perceived narrowing of 
the carriageway. 

A minimum width of 5m will be maintained to ensure a compliant two way design. 
Contrasting pavement surfaces and planting will reinforce separate spaces for pedestrians.  

Where lanes meet east wes  streets' the full width of the lane will be available to enable 
large vehicles to enter and for two vehicles to pass.  No planting, street trees or furniture 
will be located with n 20m of the intersection to enable this.     

LighTing 
 
Lanes are proposed to be lit to a P8 standard as agreed with Christchurch City Council. 
This will be achieved with either a bespoke catenary (Type A) or a pole mounted (Type B) 
desig  strategy. 

  

THE SOUTH FRAME/PŪTAHI WHAKATETONGA
LaneS
key DeSign ConCePTS
_
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THE SOUTH FRAME/PŪTAHI WHAKATETONGA
LaneS
TyPiCaL SeCTion - ShareD uSe
_

inDiCaTive PoLe-mounTeD CaTenary

BuiLDing FaCaDe

7.5m
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The SouTh Frame /
PŪTahi WhakaTeTonga –
yarDS 
_
This section describes the design principles and approaches that inform the yards.
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THE SOUTH FRAME/PŪTAHI WHAKATETONGA 
The ‘yarDS’
DeSign STaTemenT
_

ThiS SeCTion DeSCriBeS The DeSign aPProaCh To The yarDS anD hoW 
ThiS haS evoLveD.

generaL

The yards, otherwise known as gathering spaces, are focal points for social and economic 
activation.  The term ‘yard’ refers to the former industrial and warehousing uses associated 
with the South Frame and the idea of a yard as a flexible, adaptable and evolving space. 

There are four yard spaces, typically located mid block, distributed across the South Frame. 
Two are located along the Greenway (west) and two within the Innovation 
Precinct (east). 

In contrast to the Innovation Precinct yards the Greenway yards have been conceived as 
extensions and expansions of the Greenway. This maintains the primacy and continuity of 
the Greenway while enabling the creation of new focal points with a themed garden setting. 

The Greenway yard spaces integrate three zones:

1. The ‘yarD’ - the Greenway is expanded through materiality, design features and 
planting - to create a unifying surface which connects the four edges/sides of the space via 
single unifying urban surface.

2. The ‘garDenS’ - densely planted garden zones incorporate site-specific plantings 
and the opportunity for signature tree clusters. Platform seating interwoven with the garden 
beds provides informal seating and gathering opportunities. 

3. The ‘oCCuPaTion zoneS’ - the southern edge of the space has been eft open and 
uncluttered, anticipating activation and occupation of this north-facing edge by future food 
and beverage and/or retail activity.
 
Diversity and variety in each of the two yard spaces along the Greenway will be 
provided via site-specific arrangements of planting, lighting, street furniture and ‘Story of 
Stone’ interventions and, in time, by different edge ac ivities and architectural 
responses. 

The Innovation yards have been imagined as a pair of urban and civic spaces. 
These provide a consistent palette of finishes, features and urban elements arranged in a 
site specific manner to provide continuity and support th  unique identity of the Innovation 
Precinct. The Innovation yards incorporate three zones  

1. The ‘yarD’ – both yard spaces accommodate a flexible urban surface for recreation, 
programmed activities or events. 

2. The ‘garDenS’ – the yard spaces incorporate low-level garden zones with low impact 
design, display planting and clusters of signature trees.  These provide intimate spaces for 
occupation and provide layered edges to adjacent building frontages.  

3. The ‘aCTive eDgeS’ - the edges of the yard spaces have been considered to support 
existing, proposed and future retail/food and beverage activities.

maTeria iTy 

The mater ality of the yards is informed by the expansion of the basalt  paving associated 
with the north-south lanes. The geological patterns of the plaza surfaces are expressed 
hrough the use of subtly contrasting light, medium and dark grey stone colours. 

PLanTing

The approach to planting in the yards provides for both a native-focussed ‘green infrastruc-
ture’ palette located in rain gardens and a more diverse and colourful display palette,which 
introduces colour and texture to these yard spaces. Display garden beds will be located in 
raised planter zones, which contrast with the lower rain garden beds. 

Each yard will feature its own planting palette to support the placement of noble trees such 
as kahikatea or tōtara.

LoW-imPaCT DeSign

The yard spaces incorporate rain gardens to treat surface run-off. 

PLaCe anD aCTivaTion 

The yards provide a canvas able to be adapted for a variety of placemaking, activation and 
event activities. It is expected that the implementation of the yards will be accompanied by 
a strategy that ensures they provide a range of programmed events and celebrations that 
support the conceptual and place approach to the South Frame.   
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